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MAXIMO’s role in the future of the Railway
The fourth industrial revolution in railway maintenance and the
future systems to be used in conjunction with MAXIMO as our
predictive/cognitive system.
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The fourth industrial revolution (Railway
environment)
Mobility
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systems
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system
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production
systems, digital
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Increasingly capitalCoal and coal
Factory production,
intensive, scale
mining, heat engine
first scaled
farming, global supply
and steam power
automation
chains
Biomass, water,
Domesticated farming, Artisanal
animal and airpower small-scaleagriculture manufacturing
Dr. Cheryl Martin – World Economic Forum

The fourth industrial revolution (Railway
environment)
What Moves Evolution of retail over next decade
Adoption of game-changing technologies:
Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning
Autonomous Vehicles
Internet of Things
Robotics
E-commerce penetration will accelerate from 10% to 40%
Transformative business models with sustainable last-mile delivery
solutions essential:
Establishment of macro-aggregators
Investments in containerization
Environmentally friendly packaging re-inventions
Dr. Cheryl Martin – World Economic Forum

The fourth industrial revolution (Railway
environment)
What Moves Evolution of industrial production

Distributed manufacturing
Dematerialization
Circular production models and sustainable
production practices
Data
How It Moves

Automation and Integration
Safety, security and trust
Commerce, trade and cross-border flows
Investment
Environmental and social impact
“The changes unleashed by the Fourth Industrial Revolution are so profound that, from the perspective of human history, there has
never been a time of greater promise or potential peril.”
Klaus Schwab
Founder and Executive Chairman, World Economic Forum

Dr. Cheryl Martin – World Economic Forum

The fourth industrial revolution (Railway
environment)
Where do we go from here? Seamless Integrated Mobility System

Dr. Cheryl Martin – World Economic Forum
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Device System Architecture l

Locomotive Condition Monitoring System, 2015

Off Board Systems
System

Sites

Description
Detects defective bearing for a train passing
over it. Trending system.

Acoustic Bearing Evaluator
(RailBAM)

3

Hot/Cold Wheel Detector
(WTM)

21

System detects possible binding and
defective brakes on a train

14

Detects wheel flats, detects skew bogies, and
weighs in-motion. Can not be used for
commercial purposes.

2

The system detects any object which
protrudes further than 50mm outside the
vehicle structure gauge

Wheel Impact Monitoring Weigh In- Motion
(WIMWIM)

Load Profile Monitoring System
(LPM)

Picture

Rolling Stock Condition Assessment Systems, 2017

Off Board Systems (Cont.)
System

Sites

Description

Hot Bearing Detectors
(HBD/HTK/PHX)

185

System measures the infrared radiation
emanating from the wagon bearing
housings as they pass over the fixed site
and sends an alarm if the temperature
exceeds the specified value.

In Motion Weighbridges
(ASW/MSW/DMT)

22

System weighs trains in motion to detect
over-loading and skew loading.

Wheel Profile Monitoring System
(WPMS)

Skew Bogie Detection System
(SBD)

4

6

Picture

The system alarms the Train Control
officer when any wheel profile parameter
is outside of its safe tolerance

The system detects any skew bogie on a
train passing over it. This mitigates the risk
of a derailment due a skew bogie
downstream of that site.
Rolling Stock Condition Assessment Systems, 2017

On Board Systems
Root cause analysis using Video recorder from Front facing and
Roof cameras.
Video Downloading is done by the Fleet Maintenance staff, to identify the root cause and
investigate options to eliminate future occurrences. In this case a poor contact clamp could be
identified from the video below.

Investigations using data download and Front facing video
cameras;
During accidents and component failures, event data and Black box
data is analyzed to identify the following:
• Driver procedures been followed during accidents and
derailments,
• Drivers handling during component failures,
• Locomotive protection systems performance,
• Condition monitoring of components under various in-service
conditions, etc.

Future development to play the failure data through the locomotive simulators during
investigations to understand the failure conditions and operator actions.

Peet Zeelie, 2017

Video of Pantograph Hook-Up

On Board Systems (Cont.)
The locomotive will capture information and send the data via the Wireless Transmission Device (WTD) system to a remote back-office
server for analysis. This information is then available to all approved users for investigations and performance measurements. From the
data the major contributors to unreliability, design problems, and warrantee claim, etc. can be addressed.
Graph 1 indicate the events and faults that occur over the fleet of locomotives in a specified time,
Graph 2 indicates specific events and on a hourly basis on a specific locomotive.
These are used for reactive investigations and pro-active maintenance purposes.

Graph 1

Graph 2
Peet Zeelie, 2017

Current Integration of MAXIMO with Transnet’s Systems

16
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ITCMS and MAXIMO

3 Interesting facts!
• 55 Million New things are connected across the world
everyday.
• By the year 2020, we’ll have 200 billion+ connected
devices around us.
• 1 trillion sensors alone will be connected by 2025.
Can we identify patterns that matter?
Can we move beyond just fixing?
Can we predict the future of the machines?

YES WE CAN!!
Predictive and Cognitive Maintenance

Data Collection

There is no longer any need to use up
resources on manual data entry!!!

Forms processing that is done electronically are much quicker
and more accurate than traditional data entry methods.

In the past, document processing represented a serious
roadblock towards achieving total efficiency
Automated data collection refers to the process of automatically
extracting data from systems through the use of software.
This data can be used for Predictive and Cognitive
maintenance purposes

1

Data is collected from onboard and off board
systems and sent through
to MAXIMO

Data Analytics

Data analytics (DA) is the process of
examining data sets in order to draw conclusions
about the information they contain, increasingly with
the aid of specialized systems and software
The key here is that there are a range of possible techniques
that can be used to predict the future. In its simplest form, a
simple rule that says that if bearing vibration exceeds a certain
value, then the bearing is about to fail is a simple form of
Predictive Analytics.

2

Data collected will be
examined by MAXIMO
through data analytics
systems

Predictive Maintenance

Predictive Maintenance is a routine activity to inspect or test
for the presence of warning conditions that indicate that the item
is about to fail. A corrective maintenance action is then
scheduled (for completion at an appropriate future time) to
replace, repair or overhaul the item before it suffers an inservice failure.
e.g. measuring the tread depth on the locomotive wheels would
be a Predictive Maintenance inspection.

3

The analysed data will
now be sent to the
workshop for corrective
maintenance action

The model

Detectio
n of
incipient
failure

Forecast
timing and
functional
Forecast of failure
Likely
consequen
ce

Recommend
corrective
action

Corrective
action taken

Cognitive Maintenance

Automation and Integration
Data Analysis
Creates Works Order

In the cognitive era, data analysed from systems
and failure trends can be used to determine the
health and performance of equipment.
The artificial intelligence built in systems will
autonomously analyse trends and provide solutions
to improve equipment quality, uptime, service time.

4

The maintenance
decisions will be
done by the
intelligence built in
the systems
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The future of the Railway
The Railway 30 year vision
CONTROL, COMMAND AND
COMMUNICATION
Real-time intelligent traffic management systems deliver a high- capacity,
energy-efficient, on-time railway.
ENERGY
An extensively electrified network has reduced reliance on fossil fuels and nonrenewable resources.

INFRASTRUCTURE
A resilient 7-day railway with world-class asset management which improves
reliability, increases capacity and service levels and reduces delays
INNOVATION
The rail industry has overcome inhibitors to innovation, including the
misalignment of risk and reward, to become dynamic and attractive to
entrepreneurial talent.
GE Transportation Digital Solutions Summit, 2017

ROLLING STOCK
Reliable, energy-efficient, low whole-life cost rolling stock is based on modula
designs to meet the evolving needs of rail customers
INFORMATION
Integrated modular information systems improve customer service, reduce
operating costs and generate value through commercial exploitation

WHOLE-SYSTEM APPROACH
A whole-system approach features coordinated planning and operations,
consistent and aligned asset management and the adoption of an industrywid
framework to help the industry to implement change and improve
reliability, availability, maintainability and safety (RAMS).
PEOPLE
Skilled, committed, adaptable people are attracted to working in the
customer-focused, efficient rail industry.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Rail is the customers’ mode of choice for reliability and ease-of-use,
integrating with adjacent modes to create seamless door-to-door journeys

The future of the Railway (Cont.)

“The future Railway, RTS 2012

Component Tracking Technology

Rolling Stock

TE Store/ Workshop

Tag

Consolidator in Store

•
•
•
•
•
•

Coin sized
Placed on all IFRAS items on Rolling Stock
Battery Powered
Low frequency
Durable
Industrial strength glue

New Components

Old Components

Consolidator in Workshop
Consolidator on Rolling Stock

•

•
•
•
•

Records all components on a that specific
Rolling Stock
Placed on locomotive
Wi-Fi
On Board Power
Industrial strength glue

In

Out

Component Tracking
IN

FACTORY/DEPOT

EXAMPLES

OUT

Future System - Loading Site
Bad Load Detector

Load Profile Monitoring
System

Vision Systems

Wheel Load detector
Stuck Brake detector

Future System - Super Site
Acoustic Bearing
Evaluator (RailBam)

Load Profile
Monitoring
System

Wheel Impact
Monitoring Weigh InMotion (WIMWIM)

Wheel Profile
Monitoring System

Skew Bogie Detector

Brake Block
Measurement
System

Vision Systems

Angle of attack measurement system
Ultrasonic cracked wheel detector

Example of a future System (En Route)

Hot/Cold Wheel
Detector(HBD/HTK/PHX)
Hot Bearing Detector (WTM

Pantograph Measurement System

Fibre Optic Acoustic System,
Advanced warning system
Dragging Equipment Detectors
Early Hookup detection system.

Future System – Offloading Site

Vision System

Stuck Brake detector
Pre departure train inspection devices
Empty load detector.

Video of the future system

MAXIMO’s future role as Transnet moves from preventative
to predictive maintenance and beyond?
It is envisioned that data from all the off and on-board technologies will be interfaced
into MAXIMO where it will be utilised for analysis by various Rolling Stock experts to
assist us in the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Improve current fleet utilization
Lower maintenance costs through continuous real time condition monitoring
Decreasing overall operating expenses
To monitor, predict and react to adverse rolling stock conditions in a real time
Facilitating rapid and effective repairs while reducing inventory, and material
handling costs
• Increased availability translates into a lower number of maintained units and a
drastically reduced long term capital investment
• Improve safety and mission reliability
• Improved operational throughput
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